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News and Updates


Easy Voice Biometrics Announced

03/07/2012 03:06:30 PM: Easy Voice Biometrics is like an audio lineup. Save hours of work by easily and quickly narrowing yo...
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     Voice Identification and Comparison


Welcome To Easy Voice Biometrics


This web site is dedicated to one amazing product: EasyVoiceBiometrics, a breakthrough in voice identification and analysis. What if you had 30 suspects with limited time to make an identity?  What if the clock was ticking and you had to know?  What if you had a product that could eliminate 27 suspects in 30 seconds and give you all of your time to focus on the 3 most likely candidates?  Now, you can. 
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Easy Voice Biometrics  doesn't care if you whisper, doesn't care if you yell, doesn't really care if you try to disguise your voice. It will still use it's cutting edge technology to find you. 


Why not watch the product in action for yourself? Our free trail allows you to test the technology on your own samples and prove just how powerful this cool new product can be.  Used worldwide for Audio Forensics applications, you'll be amazed by it's accuracy!  



Click here to send us feedback on our site.


Did you know we now have email subscriptions available?  You can keep up to date by subscribing to a number of different topics.  Subscriptions are available for all customer account holders and guests.  Subscribe today to stay up to date.


Your spoken words used as future fingerprints!
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PO Box 189 Windsor, Pennsylvania 17366 United States


Toll Free 866.260.6376 | Outside US 717.764.9240
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